Title II, Part A Specialists
Program Manager:

Chris Leonard
Charter: Atlanta Heights Charter School
Charter: Cherokee Charter
Charter: Community Aa. of Arch. & Des. (TCAAD)
Charter: Du Bois Integrity Academy
Charter: Ethos Classical Charter
Charter: Foothills Education Charter High School
Charter: Fulton Leadership Academy
Charter: Genesis Innovation Academy (Boys)
Charter: Genesis Innovation Academy (Girls)
Charter: Georgia Connections Charter
Charter: Georgia Cyber Academy
Charter: Harriet Tubman
Charter: International Academy of Georgia
Charter: International Academy of Smyrna
Charter: International Charter School of Atlanta
Charter: Ivy Preparatory Academy, Inc. (Kirkwood)
Charter: Mountain Education Center
Charter: Resurgence Hall
Charter: SLAM
Charter: Utopian Academy for the Arts

Terri Still
Charter: Coastal Plains Education Charter HS
Charter: GA School for Innovation and the Classics
Charter: School for Arts Infused Learning (SAIL)
Charter: Scintilla Charter Academy
Charter: Statesboro STEAM
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Joy Gentry
Charter: ACE
Charter: Baconton Community Charter
Charter: Cirrus Academy
Charter: Coveta Charter
Charter: Liberty Tech
Charter: Odyssey Charter
Charter: Pataula Charter
Charter: Southwest GA STEM
Charter: Spring Creek Charter
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